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Fireworks and Facts

Don’t Live Above the Clouds with Ikeniks and Summits

Noe All Arabs United

iftie Dowh to Earth, Buddies! AT

least President Nasser has a
sense of the dramatic. After
the generally acknowledged failure
of the Bagdad Pact meeting—which
has been likened to the uninspired
spectacle of a damp squib—the an
nouncement of a federal union be
tween Egypt and Syria, to be called
the “United Arab Republic”, must
of necessity be compared to that
supreme pyrotechnic device, the
rocket. It nevertheless remains to
be seen whether it. is of the variety
which gives off a dazzling display
of coloured lights, or merely shoots
straight up only to disappear with
out trace.
On Saturday, 1st February, Presi
dent Nasser of Egypt and President
Kuwatly of Syria signed documents
which formally (and theoretically)
merge the two countries into a new
United Arab State. The gist of the
declaration which followed is that
the new Republic will have a “presidental democratic” regime with
one President, one Army and one
flag. Nasser will make a statement
of “fundamental principles” on 5th
February before the “Council of the
Nation” and a plebiscite is to be
arranged in both Syria and Egypt
“within 30 days”; It is thought that
a “popular plebiscite” will take
place on 20th February the result
and purpose of which is to install
Nasser as the first President.

(Freedom, for the politicians of the cle refers to the “positive value in
h pace-travel -dteam -come- true
■wider with which the Russian “free” world is as commodity not a themselves of the great feats of
iiceinent o f . its successful principle or end. So long as it pro science”
J n g of an earth satellite was duces the results in the power strug
But it would be foolish to suppose that
led by the world, could not be gle they are prepared to use it and it is this which is uppermost in the minds
le d for last week’s American proclaim* to the world their respect either o f Washington or Moscow. It is
■ling of its smalleY, dogless for it; but none of them believes in the political effect o f Explorer which will
Tfei.statellite.- In the first it as the very last thing to give u p : be interesting the White House and the
Jpere is the $ad fact that in a indeed, in a crisis*- it is always the Kremlin.
f e e age everything is taken for first dead-weight to be jettisoned!)
The Sunday Times likewise, tem
IdfT N *- Western civilisation is
pers its congratulations with a
fiarated and conditions by the
“But”.
■fements of science, that what D U R I N G these past months, then,
But of course the sputniks were sym
lejrment is left is a negative on e:
the sputnik has ceased to be
Indering {or even of indignant the great scientific, wonder, it un bols and means of much more than dis
interested scientific advance. They were
ions to the President or the doubtedly is, and for the American launched, as has been the American satel
^Minister), why science has not public in particular it has been made lite, only as the fruits of a colossal pro
(this or found an answer or to symbolise not only the Russian gramme of weapon research.
In to that 1 It almost appears * “threat” to the* West but also a kind
It is with relief and thankfulness,
Hbibnce, in uncovering some of o f national humiliation. But last therefore, as well as detached praise, that
^ r k regions of human know- -Friday “the ordinary patriots who We welcome this proof that the balance
Thas, in the process, robbed have been bowed low since the be of ultimate weapon power is not cala
id of its imagination, its vis- ginning of September with the afflic mitously loaded against the West. The
spectacular prestige, top, which the
Iand its poets.
tion known as Sputnik-trauma . . . sputniks' success had won for the Soviet
fie second place, the wonders- [had] their heads up again and are has
been comfortingly countered.
Bce reception given to the retrieving at a furious rate their
And the Manchester Guardian,
sputniks was short-lived, native cockiness”, thus does Alistair
very soon replaced by the Cooke describe the psychological ef dispensing with the congratulations,
\ Voices of the politicians -and fect of Jupiter-C’s rise into outer gets down to brass tacks—and
“brass” :
R a ts of the West who saw in space.
Two postscripts must be added. First
HR ussian achievement a new
Press commentators in this coun
11 to the military and economic try politely raise their hats to scien let us not forget too soon the lesson of
j of p o \y e r . Sputnik not only tific Achievement, but quickly get the last few months—that the Russians,
tlreir educational system and their
"Russia in the lead in the down to the so-called reality of the with
resources, can now draw level in any
|ry field, they said, but also whole business. The News Chroni
S C ’ C o n tin u ed on p. 3
| K demonstrated that America
no lo iter even be Sure of
Intaining her technological lead
B Russia for long. The idea that
From Militant to Moderate
■ice could only progress in the
lie ” half of the world rfeceived
p i a setback in the'United States
p within a week of sputnik hitting
[headlines Eisenhower had ap- T AST December the London Pas whose function it is to conduct wage- employer. He respects the viewpoint
senger Board rejected outright bargaining forget this. On the em of those who live on the backs of
__ptited a “missile Czar” to produce
H u lls and so rehabilitate America a claim by London’s bus drivers and ployers’ side this is to be expected, his members; he could not be a good
conductors for a wage increase of since their interest is in their profits, negotiator otherwise.
H the “eyes of the free world” !
twenty-five shillings a week. This and workers are simply a means to
was a sizeable increase to ask for, that end. Trade union officials, on The Function More Important
And this is the point that is so
and we don’t suppose that the bus the other hand, are fond of referring
BO D Y POLITIC
men’s leaders thought they had any to ‘our people’ (in much the same often forgotten by those who expect
J WAS discussing the other day with a
real chance of getting it in view of proprietory .fashion as employers certain attitudes from their trade
very agreeable back-bench Conserva
refer to ‘our workers’) and how they union leaders. These leaders are
prevailing circumstances.
tive M.P. the high incidence of mental
However, in all classes of bargain are determined to guard the inter men with a function, and their func
instability, if not lunacy, among those
tion is negotiation. And just like
ing, from summit conferences to ests and welfare of their members.
set in authority over us. We agreed that
atomic scientists, prison officers and
market-stall
haggling,
the
technique
nowadays the exercise of power involves
Original Demands Based
statesmen, the function assumes for
is roughly the same: start with de
•uch pressures and publicity that the
on Needs
them greater importance than its
mands at least twice what you are
most stable mind can easily become dis
When its comes to the carrying human implications. It is a job and
prepared to settle for so that a mag
ordered thereby. In this connection, my
friend put forward what I thought was
nanimous ‘meet-you->halfway’ agree out of their functions, however, T.U. they are ambitious men who seek to
a quite promising proposal. If sane
ment gives you approximately what officials are subject to the same do their job well and get to the top
men are driven mad by occupying posi
you want and satisfies the other techniques as barrow-boys and of their profession.
tions of supreme authority, he said, why
The very creativity of men can
fellow that he has beaten you dowh. Foreign Secretaries; they haggle and
not try out someone who is already mad
[Incidentally, an exactly similar strike bargains. The rank-and-file, express itself in fascination in and
in the hope that he may be driven sane?
technique is practised by all smart at an annual conference, or their devotion to the job itself, the simple
King Otto of Greece, according to a bio
business men when offering dis delegates at a delegate conference, mechanics of a function, as distinct
graphy I once read, had rather this atti
counts for prompt payment. They may arrive at democratic decisions, from its social use. In view, for ex
tude. It appears that one of his minis
based on argument and assessment ample, of the colossal odds against
ters at a Cabinet meeting got under the ■ simply add the discount percentage
table and started biting his colleagues'
(plus a fraction more) on to their net of fheir needs, to demand a certain getting a winning line on a football
calves, whereupon King Otto said :
price in order to make a generous increase from the bosses. But it is pool coupon, we are convinced that
*U&vc him alone! He will do good
offer to their customer with no loss the permanent officials at top level most punters engage in the gamble
work at the Ministry of Finance/
to themselves. Similar fiddles, with •who- have to sit around a table and- more from the fascination of the
— M alcolm M o o oer id ge ,
suitable variations, are worked by talk turkey with those -bosses, and gamble itself and the mathematics
(N ew Statesman 1 /2 /5 8 ).
they know perfectly well, even while involved in permutations than from
some stores at sale-time.]
the conference is agreeing on a any conviction of their chance of
Living Standards at Stake
figure, that in the event, a settlement winning.
N ote from N ew York
This kind of one-upmanship can will be arrived at much lower than
So it is with T.U. officials. They
CPEAK IN G o f chaos, the universe is
be amusing for the onlooker. And their members* demands. But they are professional negotiators whose
too much with us these days. Thanks
If only commodity goods are chang let the farce continue.
function it is to negotiate and go on
to our press we are getting pretty sick of
ing hands, no great harm is done—
Trade union officials cannot afford negotiating, win, lose or draw'. And
outer space. Rockets are coming out of
only the customer. When the result to alienate the employers* represen however they may— repeat may—
our ears and satellites are spots before
of the little game affects the stand tatives. They would rather alienate have entered a career of union acti
our eyes. We have nose cones for
breakfast and missiles for dinner, and as
ards of living of thousands of men, their own rank-and-file who, in vity inspired by ideas of represent
the cosmos expands the appetite shrinks.
women and children, however, we many cases, have to belong to the ing and serving their fellow workers
As we are more and more crowded in
teel that it is not the best way to union in order to get work and have (as distinct from seeing it as a career
our glass-and-aluminium
ghetto we
run human affairs. What in effect to be pushed to inordinate lengths to almost as safe and prestigious as in
yearn increasingly for a sense o f direc
are being bargained for in all wage coqsider quitting fhe union. But the surance, and easier for a working
tion, not pointed, like the Vanguard and
demands and rejections are the lives, bosses have to be met and placated chap to enter), after years of the
the Jupiler, towards space but towards a
the (Jreams, the leisure, pleasures over dozens of issues in the course patient, niggling, bureaucratic work
destiny which we once had but now
and necessities of people with no say of a T.Ui official’s career. Every involved, us they climb to the top
*cem to have lost. Perhaps now as
Americans W f need the kind o f I.C.B.M.
in the. over-alf organisation of issue of welfare arid conditions of their techniques of class collabora
which spells *1 can be myself’. Wc have
society and very little coiitrol over work bring the official and the com tion pre-occupy them much more
not been ourselves for some years.
the circumstances of their own lives. pany man together. The official than the true purpose behind tradeM aaya M a n n e s (Listener 9/1/58).
We often feel that the individuals learns to see the point of view of the unionism - the organisation of the

Professional Negotiators

L

A joint Cabinet will then be
formed, along with joint committees
designed to formulate plans for the
unification of the rwo States. Each
committee is to “supervise the mer
ger in one field of activity”. During
the “transition period”, which it is
hoped will be about six months,
each state will remain more or less
autonomous, but as of January 31st
Cairo is the capital of the Union
and the base for diplomatic affairs;
there is to be only one Foreign
Office.
A new constitution is to be drawn
up by a “Union council”, with mem
bers appointed' by the President, and
yet another “popular plebiscite” will
be expected to result in overwhelm
ing approval for the new constitu
tion. President Nasser will also
appoint a Governor-General for
Syria.
The joint Cabinet is expected to
be in the proportion of two-thirds
Egyptian and one-third Syrian. The
population of Egypt is 24 million
and of Syria 4 million. (The com
bined total of 28 million gives the
“United Arab Republic” a greater
population than all other Arab
nations put together).

Who Will Join the Union?
So much for the intentions as pro
claimed by a triumphant President
Nasser in his latest coup of the series
which started with the deposing of
King Farouk and continued with
anti-British nationalism and the
Aswan Dam (not lately in the news),
Russian arms and the defeat by
Israel in battle, followed by closure
W * C o n tin u e d o n p . 4

strength of the working class against
the employing class.
Easily Change Sides
This, and of course the corruption
of power, explains the facility with
which T.U. bosses can ease their
backsides into seats on the boards
of nationalised industries, effectively
changing sides form worker-representation to management, and why
Ernest Bevin, for example, could
step from leadership of the country’s
largest union to Minister of Labour
under Winston Churchill, and then
to Foreign Secretary—top-level nat
ional negotiator, operating inhuman
policies.
Ernest Bevin’s present successor
in control of the Transport & Gene
ral Workers’ Union, Mr. Frank
Cousins, is clearly running true to
type. When he succeeded the late,
• unlamented Arthur Deakin, his first
Trade Union Congress found him
hailed as a left-of-centre militant.
Two years in the top job, however,
have mellowed him considerably, so
that last Sunday’s Observer headed
its article on the present busmen’s
dispute ‘Cousins Faces Blow to
Moderation’.
Our militant Mr. Cousins is now
a moderate— something which the
"Covent Garden porters had reason
to suspect last year when he sent
them back to work on the bosses’
terms. And which London’s bus
men now see confirmed. For they,
just before Christmas, rejected the
idea of their wage claim going to
arbitration, saying that the dice
would be loaded against them. Last
Monday Mr. Cousins, their leader,
persuaded their delegates to go to
Arbitration, and kept the pcacc i n
the bus industry.
He, after all, is a professional
negotiator. He must justify his job.

BOOK

W ritten in Sand
L IE U T E N A N T IN ALG ER IA
by Jean-Jaques Servan-Shreiber.
H utchinson 16s.
P R O M the point of view of the liberal,
the modern-style patriot, and the
man who wants to see the "honour” of
France dragged out of Algeria as much
intact as possible, this is a good book.
It shows that there are articulate people
in France who, although they are in
favour of militarism, think that it should
be carried out in a gentlemanly way;
although they advocate colonialism, think
that it should be organised so that the
natives get a fair deal; although in par
ticular they w ant France to rule in
Algeria, despise the methods which the
French government and the settlers have
been using to achieve this aim.
T o such liberals (if there are any in
France) the opinions of Servan-Schreiber
are a challenge to political action, to
think out a programme and have it
adopted by the appropriate ministries.
T o an anarchist they can only cause
amazement. The writer is obviously most
concerned with human values. He is
highly and painfully aware that the con
scripts brought from France are degen
erating as men at a period of their lives
when they should be developing. He
is aware that the political structure of
France is rotten, and that the Algerian
war is a wonderful opportunity for all its
worst elements, power-seeking bureau
crats, despicable capitalist exploiters and
opportunist
Fascist
politicians
to
strengthen their hold. He can see that
the Algerians are being driven to a unani
mous hatred of his people and country.
A nd yet what has he to offer as a
solution to all this? He implicitly calls
fo r rational political decisions to be
made in Paris, without giving any indi
cation o f what they should be. F urther
more, these decisions should be imposed,
and power taken out of the hands of the
local business men, generals in the field,
etc., who invariably make sure that their
ideas are actually put into practice. But
how can this be done, since the structure
of a democracy gives power to precisely
those people? He denounces the gener
ally used methods of “pacification” and
points out as examples to be followed the
efforts o f isolated commanders who here
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and there tried “experiments” which in
volved at least efforts to understand the
problem and to treat the Arabs as
hum an people.
Nowhere however, does it seem to be
considered that the French army, what
ever else it might do, simply should not
be in Algeria, maintaining, a state of
violent repression of the people for the
sake of a minority of settlers and their
business associates in France.
This story then, has no significant
political message of its own. Its form
is that of a series of anecdotes, bringing
into focus a set of men, who don’t seem
quite real, each representing a possible
attitude of a French soldier in Algeria:
the trigger-happy private who wants to
“teach the wogs a lesson”, the m ajor
who tried the “kind but firm” approach,
the extreme right-wing volunteer, the
proud soldier who resents the way the
politicians handle such affairs, the form er
Communists who become the most re
actionary of the “pacifiers”, the ordinary
criminals who are sent to assassinate
liberal-minded Frenchmen, and of course
the countless legions who hate what they
are doing but who go on dutifully obey
ing orders.
I am not, fortunately, qualified to say
to what extent these stories are true
reflexions of life in a colonial army, or
to what extent there is similarity between
the French army of Algeria and the
English armies of Palestine, Egypt, Kenya
and Cyprus.
It is clear however, that the worst
elements of each individual's make-up
are brought out by this situation, and
the worst individuals of each social group
come to the top. The majority are so
stupid as not to realise that it is not
the “wogs" or Communists who are
responsible for their sufferings, but their
own governments.
Colonial armies have rebelled in the
past. The only possible solution to the
problem of France in Algeria can come
about when men such as the author of
this book get beyond honesty, objectivity
and book-writing, and find the courage
to advocate a positive approach of
humanism, freedom and direct action;
when they scorn to serve “France” and
stay at home and live creatively and not
destructively.
P.H.

REVIEWS

H istory
“ /~ \N E of the most striking features of
contemporary British life,” Rich
ard Wollheim recently remarked in re
viewing K arl R. Popper’s “The Poverty
of Historicism"' for the New Statesman,
“is the tepid interest shown - towards the
various portentous theories which, start
ing from certain ascertained tendencies in
past or present societies, go on to make
prophetic assertions about the future of
civilization and to issue stern exhorta
tions about the historical duties of m an”.
Unfortunately, this tepid interest extends
also to books which, without propound
ing anything portentous, and only ven
turing a few tentative guesses as regards
the future, ambitiously cover long
stretches of histQry, and single out cer
tain facts, traits and connections as
specially relevant to the solution of those
problems which more acutely or more
vastly confront us as reflective children
of the twentieth century. A book of this
kind is M an's Western Quest by Denis
de Rougem ont*
Though warned from many quarters
not to trust generalizations, and some of
us taking delight in pricking them, at
first sight we cannot help groping for
some all-embracing key conceptions,
daily informed as we are about events
all over the world by which sooner or
later our lives may be deeply affected.
We thus speak currently of East and
West, and although we shall never be
able to say with any precision where
the one ends and the other begins, we
know the two to be terms of a conflict or
dialogue which is taking place, if no
where else, in our mind. In trying to
define the Western Quest as contrasted
with the Eastern Way, Denis de Rouge
mont supplies us with useful clues to the
understanding of our cultural heritage,
and calls our attention to aspects and
links in the contemporary scene which
we may have overlooked or never sus
pected to be there. As space is too
limited for a fair discussion of the
thoughtful surmises in which the book
abounds, I shall limit myself to emphasiz
ing his contrast between two world-views
which, whether or not we agree with the
*Published by George Allen and Unwin
(pp. 197, 15j . net).

'T 'H IS is a worthy though by now
slightly dated collection of Third
Programme lectures on such subjects as
M alnutrition, M igrant Labour, The Role
of African Women, the N atal Indians,
Apartheid and the status of different non
white groups in the white-dominated
areas of Southern Africa. Considering
the brevity of the talks they contain a
great deal of information, and are all
concise and to the point.
I must confess not to have read them
all, and not to be in any sense an expert
on most of the topics dealt with. Where
I have knowledge or direct experience I
could not fault the lecturers on facts.
On the prevailing tone of the volume,
however, I have more emphatic views.
There is about the whole collection an
air of unreality, despite the academic
awareness that Africa is changing and
doing so quickly. One gets the feeling,
especially in the debate between Dr. Ellen
Heilman and Professor Olivier on the
issue of apartheid or integration, that one
is listening to a mediaeval disputation on
the num ber of angels who could dance
on the point of a needle, or how many
Africans in the towns constitute an In
dustrial Revolution. This detachment,
this civilized attem pt to understand the
cultural conflict in Africa, is admirable
and enlightening; it fails, however, to
translate Africa into flesh and blood.
One lacks a sense of the bitterness,
futility and frustration which the colour
bar engenders, and one cannot find any
word about the forms of political ex
pression which this bitterness, futility and
frustration are making manifest. In
other words, apart from the three con
cluding lectures on what it feels like to
be a non-white in colour-bar South
Africa, the African problem is presented
bloodlessly. The African body politic
is neatly, informatively dissected by sur
geons who cannot quite grasp that the
corpse is alive.
P :.h ap s what worries me is not what
is contained in this book but what was
never put into it: the pattern of African
resistance to oppression, the dynamic of

“ In the medieval popular conscious
ness, even as to-day among the peasant
masses, the idea of an unforeseeable and
progressive development is generally dis
carded in favour of archetypal and myth
ical representations of the course of
hum an affairs, felt to be akin to that of
the seasons, of vegetation, and of the
stars” (pp. 89-90).
F or the popular consciousness of the
Middle Ages, which de Rougemont calls
the “Eastern period of Europe”, there is
no history, no historical man. History
is a Western invention; it is rooted in
Christianity, and particularly in Saint
Paul's Epistle, but it becomes an abso
lute only after the impact of the French
Revolution and Hegelian philosophy.
T hat is historical which is connected with
the immediate becoming and with leaving
scars on the face of the earth, cutting
off time from all transcendence, and re
quiring that the whole of man should be
solely of this world. This world, histo
rically conceived, is a place of strife.
The choice before every man, every class
and nation, is between being ground down
anonymously to manure the earth or to
lie embalmed in some colossal m onu
ment for the admiration and inconven
ience of future generations. Man is the
more spiritually impoverished the more
he feels and thinks historically. Spirit is
what is beside, above, beyond or against
temporality; it is the ground values, while
history is the subjection of all values to
what temporarily obtains. If spirit is
freedom, history is enslavement. History
and the making of history, are tended
towards the future. Their motto is “the
past is dead, and life is to-morrow”.
But Death is not behind us; Death is
there in that future where history would
like us to put all our faith. Dread and
anxiety are typical phenomena of our
age to the extent that it is history-wor-

shipping and history-obsessed. T h q
qua past, ceases to count, becomes!,
nothingness. So all energies are 9
devoted to fighting hard not H9
pushed into it oneself, and ru th lefl^
push others into it in the p ro cess.^
tory is the 'kingdom of force, a n a l
kingdom is insolently called the
of man. It is in reality his slaug
house and grave-yard, the kingdomj
nothingness. History is the devoul
values, a broom relentlessly undj_
criminatingly sweeping all things^inf
gaping pit of the past. As I kno’j"
whatever I do, I will finally be’ H
into this pit, it does not matter wj
do; all things are equally h o llo v i
the suction Nothingness exerts ^r<T
bottomless pit. In the lan g u S
Heidegger: das Nichts nichtet (N j
nothings).
It is, on the other hand, byltrfl
servation and worship of the p a
the present acquires meaning, a iy
future is not total death. If the^
Hector and Andromaca draws teafl
my eyes, if Plato’s speculations k J
enwrapt, if Aristophanes makef j
laugh, if an old folk song movesj
a fairy tale sets me dreaming, if JT|
tenderness in handling a Chinese
and a movement of love at the si]
a Cromanion skull or an
mummy, then my own suffering!
joys, my efforts to understand m |
nature and destiny, my ventures ag
lights in expression, my loves. m y |
even my death, insert them selves|
system of relationships which tim el
affects. In the kingdom of the spl
men are contemporaries, the dead
living, and the unborn. As 1 g r f
I find comfort in the company jo®
who grew old before me, and i j
that the serenity they give me wfll I
be found by those who are so offensf
young to-day. I am never alone J
C o n tin u e d Oru

OPERA

The Carmelites

(From a Correspondent)
between the Last Enemy and the Rofl
_
.
Catholic Church been so shamelesj
FR A N C O IS POULENC s opera The ma(je_ Here death is glorified, not}
has excited
much com
|Carmelites”
---- the mystic
comprehension
of flthe E a l
ment in the London press, not the least, I who can say in nature’s good l t i (
one suspects, because it has been built
“Welcome master”, but a Gaderedfl
up, elaborately and massively, as a
swine scramble for the charnel housed
African nationalism, the role and record
counterblast by “The Establishment”
As E. A m ot Robertson said so moving^
of European opponents of the colour
against that progressive section of the
in ‘T h e Critics” on Sunday afternoon!
bar, the consequences of repressive legis
musical
profession
now
universally
so many people just lately who w a n te d
lation. One can think of many vital
known
as
“The
Twelve-tone
Boys”..
It
passionately to live have been brutally?
aspects of Africa not touched upon. But
is
a
political
and
religious
tract,
in
fact,
killed, that the spectacle of eighteen')
since the discussion of such topics might
and
such
is
the
nature
of
our
times
that
women needlessly choosing death re-sl
have been unpopular in South Africa
the
politics
are
unanimously
voted
more
mains merely nauseating. It is a point
(whose Broadcasting Corporation assis
important
than
the
religion;
in
fact,
one
w orth making that these women first re- ’
ted the BBC in recording many of the
might
say,
a
subtle
displacement
has
fused sexual experience, and then, ulti-1
lectures) and controversial even in
taken place in which the ancient and pure
mately, life itself. Life is sexual experiBritain, and since the BBC is seldom
mythos of religion, with its deep and
ence; only through sexual experience can ‘ 1
guilty of controversy of any practical
subtle hold on the hum an heart has, by life come (pace Archbishops and to hell I
political kind, we can only regret their
psychological sleight - of - hand,
been with A.I.D.) and any community of the
absence and be grateful that what is
whisked away before the eyes of the
future tfiat is to live must be based
there is as good as it is.
worshippers,
and
the
smug
and
smiling
squarely on sexual experience.
One point ought, in conclusion to be
effigy
of
the
cannibal
State
put
in
its
made in relation to the Hellman-Olivier
The sub plot, that of the novice who
place.
This
is
actually
the
religious
his
debate. Olivier, a Nationalist, argues
is afraid, is admittedly moving, as I have
tory of the Christian era in a nutshell.
that the blunt alternatives face South
said; let us see if we can profit by it,
The musical politics, as well as the other
Africa: separation or mixture. I think
even in this context. I hold no brief for
kind, are also involved, as I have stated
he is right. I also think Dr. Heilman
but it is the psychological implications of the brave. A physical coward myself, I
as a liberal is unable to accept this for
Bernanos’ nasty story that I think con know how much fear is bound up with
mulation because it would frighten away
our mental and physical health; yet, if
cerns anarchists more. A community
the white liberals who stand for conces
of Carmelite nuns is being persecuted by the world could be freed from fear, all
sions to African pressure but avoid even
the things we reject, governments, pri
the French revolutionaries, who have
contemplating the complete removal of
sons, armies, laws, restrictions on life
ordered them to disband. While these
the colour bar because with it would go
events are proceeding, the M other Super and love, would vanish in the night; fear
the economic and political supremacy
ior of the convent dies, crying out her of insecurity is the enemy; we have to
of the whites, if not, ultimately, their
learn the T aoist lesson that only in
fear of death; a young novice has re
very identity and liberty. I am sorry
maximum insecurity are we finally safe.
cently joined the convent, foreswearing
that this issue is so consistently avoided
In the last scene of the play on which
the world because she fears it; it turns
in debate. Granted the apartheid ex
out in the end that the M other Super- e, the opera is based the nuns go to their
periment is doomed and damned, what
ior has taken upon herself the novice’s deaths singing “L audate Dom inum ”. and
practical proposals can be made to en
as one after another is despatched the
fear, thus enabling this young person, in
sure justice for blacks and for whitest
sound dwindles until it is silent; then
an admittedly moving scene, to rejoin her
Must one or the other suffer? Is there
with a shout the voice of the novice,
sisters (from whom she has fled in fear,
not, in the libertarian tradition of politi
trium phant over her fear, rings out over
this time, of the other world) just in
cal thinking and acting, a way out which
the theatre in her song of glory to God.
time for their mass immolation.
both encourages revolutionary self-liberIt is, I fear, the god of death she cele
ation without involving the creation of
It has gradually been dawning on me
brates; but (spare the mark) Anarchism
a black power-machine to crush the
that as long as there are people who are
is nearer, in its trium phant assertion of
prepared to be martyrs, there will be
whites?
hum an values, to m an’s religious instinct
Probably the black politicians are too
people who will be only too glad to
westernized and corrupted by the mixture
oblige them; it is not onliy the perpe than to his political follies; it is Life, the
G od, that we proclaim.
of Marx and parliamentarianism in their
trators of violence who have a vested
ideology to work out such a strategy;
This ringing trium ph and gay asser
interest in its continuance, it is the vic
but their unsophisticated feliow-Africans
tion has passed from the western world;
tims thereof; for they too, see something
who spontaneously boycotted the Alex
cowards all, we dare not rejoice; we seek
sacramental in insensate killing, and
andria buses for 10 weeks may yet make
in death, ultim ate death for all mankind
such a means to grace in the destroying
a grass-roots revolution which, by being
at the hands of the ultimate blasphemy,
of delight that they are willing to do
local, decentralized and genuinely popu
the H-bom b, the false security of ulti
anything rather than see cruelty and
lar, creates liberty for all and does not
m ate law, ultim ate refusal of love, sexual
tyranny pass from the earth. They who
threaten the essential liberties of the
and brotherly, ultim ate failure of curio
deny themselves deny others. It is an
whites. If they do, I believe white South
sity in the fixation of conformity—to
unfortunate truism that a m onum ental
Africans would recognize it just as the
dead m atter. L et us make Anarchists!
death-wish would appear to be the main
Johannesburg motorists did who gave the
Let us add voice after voice to the ring
characteristic of mass psychology in the
Alexandria walkers lifts in their cars and
ing shout of O U R "L audate Dominum”
twentieth century, but I feel that seldom
so enraged the South African police and
until all the earth is filled with our
before on the London stage has such a
government.
O.C.
trium ph, the trium ph of Life!
naked statement o f the unholy alliance

Darkest Africa
AF RIC A
IN
TRANSITION
E dited by P rudence Smith.
BBC Talks on changing condi
tions in Southern Africa. Rein
hardt, 15s.

A g ain st S p ir it

author to label Eastern and Western, we
must recognize as being dramatically
operative and crushingly perplexing.

PEOPLE
there is no misunderstanding be
tween nations, least of all among the
political leaders.
There was a time when wars were
A N A K C H I t T
means to profitable ends. The
liquidation of old-style colonialism
Q No. 6. February 8, 1958 has less to do with enlightenment
among civil servants than the real
isation that wars are no longer profit
able. (Algeria, we think, will prove
no exception to the rule in spite of
French dreams of unlimited oil from
the Sahara).

readout
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^technology on which they choose
■ p n trate (even if there are mud
■ Ju ter Mongolia). Secondly, anyBBrilain who says that for prestige
pitry must be the next to launch
lough t to have his head examK are not in the race to produce
July expensive long-range rockets.
Pbetter value.

War as the only solution to the
contradictions in capitalism was
hardly a satisfactory solution in
1914-18 (not to mention the fact that
a bye-product of the war were revo
lutions which could have rocked
capitalism to its foundations). In
1939-45 it obviously created new
“problems” even if the industrial
kirse the Manchester Guard- nations have since enjoyed boom
k ’“got something” in those conditions and a sellers’ market.
■pts. But for all they know (But would these boom conditions
T is at this moment well ad- have lasted so long without a coldiwith 'its own earth satellite. war economy?). Now, as never
| it may be recalled that Mr. before, war as a means to power,
I made his announcement political or financial, is, literally,
BBritain’s intention to produce suicidal. On the other hand, the
l>omb when work oh it was contradictions of capitalism are still
Bvanced. And the arguments there. It remains to be seen how it
;to justify its development deals with the trade recission ahead’.
ks1 a “deterrent” so far as
Iwas concerned as well as a
[of “influencing” American
Wales the unemployed have
eif valid then, must be equalalready started marching as
|-as and when new weapons
ifrom the laboratories of Richard Thomas & Baldwins an
nounce the closing of their Llanelly
steelworks next month. In the
jthe News Chronicle’s Wash- United States steel production is
Jcorrespondent reports, “the down to 69 per cent, of capacity, and
Jg of the satellite greatly industrial production decreased by
lens the chances of an early six per cent, last year compared
[meeting”—a view already with 1956. Unemployment stands at
'circulated—it would mean 3,500,000, and according to the New
IS H-bomb has been superce- Leader's correspondent Tris Coffin,
jonly the possessors of satel- most Washington economists he in
i l l be in a position to talk as terviewed predict that by March the
, In this connection it would figure will have risen to 5 million.
f interest to have Mr. Aneurin A quarter of workers in N. Ireland
jS considered opinion, since it are unemployed, and even in Hol
9who argued for the retention land there are more than 110,000
'H-bomb by this country so workers on the dole. And we are
fcs4he others held on to theirs, only at the beginning of the reces
^grounds that no British for- sion. Some idea of where it may
Ssecretary should be sent “naked lead is given in an article in last
I th e conference chamber”. Will Sunday’s New York Times:

INI

not be the case now that the
ellite has entered the orbit of
Imit politics?
F re e d o m readers, we hope, appreEte the intended irony of the forepng- But it is even more ironical
JEhat there are highly intelligent
ppeople who could take those lines
Kn deadly earnest. Already one of
pGermany’s leading scientists, ProfesIsor Saenger, has declared that there
Ipre* enough scientists left in Ger
many to produce a German satellite
■ made in Germany—and not in Rus\ sia or America!—within the next
[ three years if the Bonn government
baoked them. “Germany—he said
—would then be in a bargaining
position to offer her foreign partners
an exchange of secrets”. If the Pro
fessor means what he says, then it
would obviously be much cheaper to
export all German scientists to
America, which would then have
all the secrets. But obviously the
professor means something else.
Might he be dreaming of a Greater
Reich, of a Big Five, a Big Four or
even Three in which Germany occu
pies the seats vacated by France
and/or Britain?

TF now the launching of an Ameri
can satellite has opened the road
for the Eisenhower Administration
to accede to Russia’s request for a
"Summit meeting this year, what are
the chances that these talks will suc
ked in reducing the existing “ten
sions”, the cold-war and the risks
H annihilation always present so
l°ng as stocks of H-bombs exist any
where in the world? We put this,
for us purely rhetorical, question
•o?Baus,e there are millions of people
who still believe that the “tensions”
w the world arise from some kind
misunderstanding between nations
!P| that wars begin when discussion
stops. Hence the almost pathetic
hope that war will be averted so
!°ng as the political leaders can be
educed to meet and talk! Tn fact

Ultimately, of course, the rising un
employment would lead to a significant
reduction in incomes, and thus of con
sumer buying. And then this major
sector of demand would add to the con
tinued downward pressure of exports and
business investment, inventories would
drop even further, and the spiral of de
pression would be under way.

In between rounds of golf, Presi
dent Eisenhower has expressed con
fidence in the future, but, writes the

N.Y. Times:
T he key to confidence fo r the future,
as the President’s advisers see it, is in the
sector of defence orders with, again, their
secondary im pact on inventories— but
this time on the upside.
N ew orders fo r defence began turning
upward in the fo u rth quarter of last year
—from $2,100,000,000 in m ajor procure
ment orders in the third quarter to
$3,600,000,000 in the fourth. U nder
present
plans
they
will
average
$4,900,000,000 in the first and second
quarters of this year.

It is legitimate to infer from the
foregoing that if increased expendi
ture on “defense” will halt recession,
substantial cuts in this expenditure
would be disastrous to the American
economy!
What attitude can we expect
Eisenhower to adopt at a Summit
Meeting on the question of disarma
ment when we know beforehand that
the economic depression in the
United States can only be halted by
increased defense spending? He will
naturally say all the right things, and
make generous offers to ensure
peace and prosperity for all time
which may impress the newspaperreading public of the world, but will
leave Mr. K. quite unmoved. Mr. K.
too will make generous gestures to
peace, but we suspect that with all
its planning, the Russian economy is
as subject to the recession blues as
American capitalism.
Neither power will in fact do more
than appease the public with fine
words and prepare them for more
dissipation of manpower, skill and
materials on “defense”. One day it

AND

IDEAS

Sing me a Song of Social Significance
“T/ie English music-hall, everybody
says, is dead, although its unshrouded
corpse is still with us. The 'little
theatres’ function only spasmodically
and for a very limited public. Tin
Pan Alley seems as remote from true
fo lk art as artificial insemination is
from love. But in France, where
traditionally tout finil par des chansons,
popular song is still to som e extent a
living vehicle o f political criticism and
social commentary."
'T ’HUS J. G. Weightman begins an
article on the Parisian chanteurs and
chansonniers. The present vogue for
such singers began with Juliette Grdco
and has been continued by “a dozen or
so composer-Singers who, like proven,
ring the changes on left-wing anarchism,
poetic fantasy and witty or sentimental
amorousness”, and of them, Mr. Weight
man considers the best to be L6o Ferr6
and Georges Brassens. Brassens is an
anarchist whom you may have seen in
ReniS Clair’s film Porte des Lilas, and he
gets a rebuke from Mr. Weightman for
being no longer anarchistic enough, his
recent songs having been disappointingly
sentimental. “How satisfactory it would
be if Brassens went back to his astringency, deepened his poetry, and turned
the popular song into a real work of art.”
Certainly- we have no singers Of this
kind in this country (except when Philip
Sansom entertains the Malatesta Club
with his songs like “ Wiretapping’ or ‘HBomb Blues’). Even revues on the Lon
don stage, with their shabby-genteel topi
cality never seem to present songs with
any bite to them. This is partly, I sup
pose, because of the censorship. J. B.
Priestley reminds us that a song about
Anthony Eden had to be cut out of the
revue Light Fantastic by order of the
Lord Chamberlain.
“Thirty odd years of frustrated desire

Waiting fo r senior men to retire . .
it remarked, but, as Mr. Priestley says,
“the time has arrived when we must not
poke fun at politicians. They can be
rough with us but we must not be rough
with them”. Happily, the arm of the
Lord Chamberlain does not reach as far
as the Malatesta Club, or you would
never have heard Philip’s lament for Sir
Anthony with its acid closing lines:
“But have no fear that Sir A nthony
Has made his m ark on history.
There is one thing to keep his name
alive: ,
H e was the Best-Dressed M an o f
Nineteen-thirty-five’’

'Y 'E T there is a certain demand in this
country fo r songs which are differ
ent. The num ber of people who have
pestered American friends to get them
the record made by T om Lehrer, or who
have got tape recordings of it, is one
indication of this. The ‘gimmick’ used
by this singer, a teacher of mathematics
in private life, is to turn the conventions
of the popular sentimental |g n g insideout. Some of his numbers—the one that
tells the truth about his dear old home
town, the ones about The West and The
South, and the one singing the praises
of The Old D ope Peddlar, are very good.
Others are just shockers—See how unsqueamish I can be, Mr. Lehrer seems to
be saying.
Another indication of a different kind
is the success of the show A t the Drop
of a Hat, at the Fortune Theatre, which
consists entirely of songs written and
sung by Michael Flanders and Donald
Swann. Most of these are simply clever,
gently satirical revue lyrics, with a South
Kensington appeal (the London stage, as

______1J
J
Ken Tynan _would
say, <isr fliiinn
dying rtf
of U
wellbred whimsey), but among them is one
priceless number, “ Don’t Eat People ,
about the young cannibal who scandal
ised his parents and the neighbourhood
by declaring that “eatin’ people is
wrong”.
•r

But the quarter in which one would
have hoped to find a new birth of songs
which were both topical and popular, but
at the same time less inane than the
usual round of commercial “pop num 
bers”, is of course among the skiffle
groups, which are still very much with
us, despite all prophecies to the contrary.
Unhappily, even though one wing of the
skifflers has blown a lot of new life into
the folk-song movement, in time for this
year’s diamond jubilee of the Folk Song
Society, few of the skiffle groups seem to
have got beyond their chain-gang-railroad
complex, except as far as American
union and gospel songs.

History Against Spirit
W Continued from p. 2
partaking of the life of the spirit, and
my supreme hope is that I be not alone
in the hour of death. The kingdom of
the spirit is the communion of all men,
whatever their location in space and time.
Indeed, it is only through this commun
ion that one is really a man.
Expression, communication, memory.
Destroy these three, and spirit is no
more. Destroy their material means, and
it is mangled and mutilated. Now his
torical man is revolutionary. W hether
relying on some popular outburst or on
the machinery of State power, whether
his revolution be from below or above,
his aim is to make a clean slate of the
society in which he operates, of all its
memories and attachments, so that on its
naked body he could inscribe his own.
T hat is why I choose to call myself a
conservative, and not a revolutionary,
anarchist.
“Southern Asia,” writes Denis de
Rougemont, “has lasted down to the
present in the living continuity of its
pasts, not one of which has been abol
ished or deprived of its temples. It is
com parable with a Continent of Europe
in which we should still see alive around
us, in town and countryside, with their
rites and their idols and their worship
pers, Zeus, Aphrodite, and D iana, the
Eleusinian mysteries, the G reat Goddess,
thd initiatory cults, Scandinavian Odin
and Celtic Dispater, currents of Judaic
and Arab, Persian and M anichaean
ideas and twenty sim ultaneous schools of
metaphysics, with none supreme, with no
succession and no exclusion” (pp. 69-70).
Such is, if I try to visualize it in con
crete terms the image of a continent of
Europe devoted to the kingdom of the
spirit and inspired by the spirit of free
dom ; something very much like it also

may dawn on the people that what
they are paying for is defence of the
dollar, the pound and the rouble,
defense of a system (and we include
Russia in that system) which de
mands that the many shall go short
and in fear of insecurity to maintain
a privileged hierarchy in power and
plenty.
The cold-war economy as we
have ventured to suggest in these
columns on many occasions during
the past years, is the health of capi~
talism. As to whether it can inde
finitely go on patching up recessions
is another matter and a vital one to
which the public could give some of
the time it now spends belly-aching
for Summit Meetings which are
nothing but hot air and hypocrisy!

the image I see of a future hum anity
inspired by anarchy, th at is, by respect
for the freedom of others. 1
Unfortunately, “the sharp division
which was operated by Christianity once
it had been officially established in the
Rom an Empire, created fo r E urope a pre
cedent which goes on unceasingly hau n t
ing its history” (p. 70). “ Religions, in
the West, have been uncom prom ising— at
least since the advent o f C hristianity”
(p. 75), and, after the m anner o f religions,
ideologies, nationalism s and Party-States
have been uncom prom ising, too, all
claiming in turn the right to dom inate an
epoch. And what is revolution if no t
intransigence? “T he Revolution, while
a libertarian myth, is in reality closed
and lugubrious, a persecution psychosis
the paranoia of the West” (p. 73).

There may be something rather appeal
ing about these coca-cola boys in the
skiffle-cellars, shouting those tough and
desperate lyrics in Leadbelly voices that
do not quite conceal the accents of the
London suburbs, but they are at a dead
end so far as a living song tradition is
concerned. Some of the groups, the City
Ramblers for instance, do try to extend
the repertoire and to introduce more
subtlety into the accompaniments, and
some alternate with solo straight folk
songs.
John Hasted sees a hopeful future in
this tendency: “When skiffle dies down
we shall have a legacy of serious singerguitarists to develop,” he says. Perhaps
it is from these th at an equivalent to the
French chansonniers will emerge.

H p H E R E is no shortage of them esI for
such singers, and even if they haven’t
the versifying talent to write their own
lyrics, there are plenty of poets at the
m om ent writing metrical verse with a
sharp to it. (Perhaps Kingsley Am is’s
real m etier is as a lyric-writer). Has any
one thought by the way, o f putting tunes
to som e of Reg Reynolds’ political
verses? O r think w hat could be made,
in the hands o f a good composer-singer,
o f C hristopher Logue's recently broad
cast poem abo u t Cyprus, the one begin
n ing:

Rightly, Denis de R ougem ont puts at
the origin o f the western Quest, and
therefore of historical m an, the message
of the Incarnation.
"L et G od have m anifested H im self as
a Person; by an act w ithout precedent,
in His own good tim e; once fo r all— and
forthw ith collapse m ust overtake the
whole m ythical edifice w hich has hither
to protected the hum an spirit against the
time of history. W hat ha? occurred is
a real fact, not som e av atar and n o t the
epiphany of an archetype” (p. 88).
- Accept the Incarnation as a fact, and
the kingdom o f th e spirit rocks; there is
no longer a com m union o f all men, but
only a com m union o f the faith fu l; all
m en born and dead before the In carn a
tion are no longer our brothers in the
full sense of the w ord; n or are those who,
born after it. refused to accept it as a fact.
Accept the Incarnation as a fact, know 
ing it to be irreproducible and u n co n tro l
lable, and you forfeit reason, you forfeit
allegiance to th e spirit, w hich you bebelieved to be in you as the m ark of
your hum anity. Y ou say in fact w ith
T ertullian “C redo q u o d absurdum ” (I
believe in the absurd).
T his is the m o st- fundam ental and
characteristic featu re of the W est: its
siding w ith facts against ideas, and with
established absurdity against ineffectual
rationality. T h an k s to it W estern science
has been able to carry o u t its system atic
enquiry into things m aterial and to ac
cum ulate im m ense know ledge fru itfu l in
ideas as well as in practical results; it
has also been ab le lo achieve th at honest
and patient tu rn o f m ind which holds
allegiance to two contrad icto ry theories
w hen both are well supported by obser
vation and experim ent. But in politics,
o r history p ro p er, this characteristic
stands for w orship o f the fa it accom pli,
and for the m ethod o f proving an ad v er
sary w rong by disposing o f his person.
G

i o v .\ n ?m

“A t seventeen the postm an brought
In to the room — m y place o f birth—
So m e correspondence fro m the Crown,
D em anding that with guns I earn '
T he m odern shilling 1 was worth.
L u cky fo r m e that I could read.
L u cky fo r the Captain said.
Y o u ’ll see the world fo r free, m y son.
Y o u ’re posted to an island, John,
W here the Q ueen o f L o ve was
born . . . "
W hen you rem em ber the im pact m ade
by Billie H oliday’s singing of Lewis
A llan’s Strange Fruit, the tension in h er
voice dying aw ay on the last line "H ere
is a strange and bitter crop” you can
see w h at a w eapon o f social criticism we
lack, w ith th e loss of a tradition of to p i
cal com m ent and content in son&
C.W . I

Down with the
D eficit! S
PROGRESS OF A DEFICIT!
WEEK 5
Deficit on Freedom
£100
Contributions received
£45
DEFICIT
£55
January 24 to January 30
V ancouver: C.R.V. £ 1 /1 5 /0 ; London: Anon.*
2 /3 ; London: V.T. p e r V.R. £2; San M ateo:
J.D .O . 14/-; London: P.F.* £1; London: J.S.**
3 /-; Dublin: G .F. 12/6; G lasgow : R.R.M.
10/-; Colony Forest: R.A.F. 7 /-; London:
Mr. | Mrs. F. £ 1 /1 /0 ; H essle: G.T. I /- ; Ton
b rid g e: H.V.W . I/- ; London: W .G . 6/-J
Edinburgh: C .M . £ 4 /1 /0 ; Edinburgh: A .J.
I/- ; Llanelly: L.W. 5 /-; H ayes: C .H .S . I /- ;
W igan: E.H. 10/-; Sevenoaks: W .E .C . 6 /-;
Solihull: A .W .H . £ 1 /1 /0 ; Bearwood: L.I.G.
in memory of F.G. I I/- ; London: W .C .
£ 1 /1 /0 ; London: L.B. I I / - ; St. H elier: G.E.P.
2 /-; H am pton Hill: P .J.H . I /- ; C h aten ay M alabry: G .M . v 3 /5 ;
H ailsham : A non.
£1/ 1/0.

Total
Previously acknow ledged
1958 TOTAL TO DATE

18 8
26 17
£45
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GIFTS O F BOOKS: London: P.D.; London:
C .W .; London; A .U.; London: C .F.; M oline:
E.J.; Solihull: A .W .H .
•in d ic a te s regular contributor.
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B u s in e s s is B u s in e s s
'T 'H E fact that Britain and America
are partners in the cold war,
while the Soviet Union contributes
her share to international tension
from the other side, does not deter
them from carrying on trade or
seeking new channels which will
make trade possible.
We are told that trade between
countries is a sign of friendship and
goodwill, a view which would be
more convincing if political propa
ganda from East and West was not
designed to persuade the peoples of
the world that H-bombs are neces
sary to defend East and West from
each other.
Britain and America thunder
against the evils of Communism;
Russia's press and radio are active
in attacking the horrors of capital
ism. But Britain and America are
prepared to come to terms with evil
for financial gain, and the Soviet
Union is happy to unite with horror
as long as some of the benefits from
the union flow in her direction.
If the friendship arguments are
genuine why do they not all aban
don their re-armament drives, war
threats and slanging propaganda and
concentrate on peaceful co-exist
ence? The truth is that all capital
ist nations need to expand if they
are to survive as ‘great’ powers. This
is usually done by actual war or the
ability to wage war.
The struggle between Britain and
Germany was a typical example of
two powerful industrial nations
'coming into conflict as a result of
their economic and political ambi
tions. This did not prevent these
two countries trading with each
other up to 1939 at which time
Britain was still sending vital war
materials to Germany. Yet propa
ganda against the Nazis was having
the desired effect. Britons were pre
paring to kill Germans and Germans
Britons while the two Goverments
prepared for war, the ‘friendly’ ex
change of goods making their jobs
easier.
The relationship which exists be
tween the USSR, Britain and the
United States is in principle the
same. East and West keep their
citizens up to date on the defects of
the other side. The money and
energy put into the production of
armaments is justified on the
grounds of defence (few govern

FREEDOM PESS3
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ments are ever prepared to admit
that they are making preparations
actually to wage war). Thus instead
of concentrating on the failures of
indigenous governments the eyes of
people in all these countries are
turned towards the threat from
without.
Russia differs' from pre-war Ger
many in relation to Britain in many
respects. Economically she is not
an immediate threat in terms of
world markets. In fact, she holds
promise for the future as a lucrative
market for consumer and capital
goods. Many countries are keen to
trade across the Iron Curtain, not
least Britain and her ally America.
That brotherly love which is sup
posed to bind them in the common
struggle against materialistic com
munism does not prevent them com
peting with each other when mater
ial benefits are to be gained from
materialism.
British business men are being
told to go ahead with trade deals
before America ‘gets in’, for al
though the Americans are being
very cagey they are obviously pav
ing the way for the future.

paper 7s. 6d.
cloth 10s. 6d.
The paper edition o f the Selections is
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of the Suez Canal (with mixed
results), and a relentless search for
yet another epic stroke with which to
bolster up just another flagging
military dictatorship.
The continuous thread which has
run through all of Nasser’s policy
is that of Arab nationalism; this is
his popular creed, and it is one
which makes an enormous appeal to
the Arabs themselves. Thus a
United Republic, of which member
ship is open to all Arab states, re
presents Nasser’s bid for leadership
of an Empire—an Empire which
could contain within its boundaries
the enormous mineral wealth which
is the key to the power and prestige
so ardently sought after by the
Egyptian President.
But what are the chances of suc
cess in the immediate future? The
Kings of Jordan, Iraq and Saudi
A rabia are patently unimpressed
with the idea of joining a United
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that private U.S. enterprises moved
in ahead of the U.S. Government
and snagged the contract for the
fair. Last week M anhattan Business
man Gottfried Neuburger, 50, the
man who wooed the Russians and
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won, flew to Washington to try to
soothe the Government’s feelings
and persuade it to enter the fair
alongside private enterprise.
A written agreement had already
been given by Russian trade officials,
to the U.S. Government to stage the
fair last summer but was cancelled
at the request of the U.S. after the
Hungarian uprising. Now that that
little episode has been forgotten the
practical men can go ahead with
more important matters.
Last
August, Time writes, “Heartened by
such assurances that the Russians
would welcome a U.S. trade fair,
Congress appropriated $2.2 million
to finance a U.S. exhibit in Moscow,
and a group of Commerce Depart
ment officials went to Russia to
negotiate.
But the Government
ended up without an invitation and
with Neuburger in control of the
property it wanted to use. Govern
ment officials grumped that the U.S.
could run a better fair than private
enterprise, with its interest in profit,
expressed fear that Neuburger would
stock the fair with industrial mach
ines and fertilizers instead of U.S.
consumer goods that would really
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The first commercial office opened
in the Soviet Union by any Western
country has been set up by America
Abroad Associates in Moscow to be
followed this Summer by the first
U.S. trade fair ever held in Russia.
The Soviet government is more than
anxious to ensure its success; the fair
has already been given publicity in
the press and T.V. and Radio have
been promised as additional adver
tising mediums. It is reported from
America th at: The U.S. Govern
ment is far from happy about this
adventure into areas long tightly
closed to Americans. The reason is
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bedazzle the Russians. So
Government has declined to r a
Moscow space from N euburf
the ground that it can negotiaS
on a government-to-goveq
basis.”
Last week Dulles was s a ®
one of the weaknesses of co |
ism was the restless demandT
ject peoples for freedom ofjH
and, he listed with this n o b la
ment, the freedom to buy hum
sumer goods. What he was!
saying in between the drived
the rich, dynamic values w h j
so important to the U.S. wayX
was that the U.S. needs marH
her goods.
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Republic. Whatever their peoples
may think, the Kings themselves
cannot be expected to subscribe to
a plan which would take away their
present sovereignty and personal
power, added to which their ties are
with the West, and although Nasser
cannot be regarded as pro-USSR he
is. certainly anti-West. Should the
Arab Kings make any move towards
Nasser’s proposed Republic the
West (U.S. and Britain) would un
questionably bring “considerable
pressure” to bear upon them not to
do so.
It is in fact reported that a pro
posal put forward by King Hussein
of Jordan for a meeting with King
Feisal of Iraq and King Saud of
Saudi Arabia is likely to be taken
up. It is further rumoured that the
purpose of Hussein’s counter-move
is to discuss the setting up of a rival
“union of monarchies”. This not
only confirms the existence of a defi
nite rift between Arab Governments,
but brings forth the possibility of
two opposing blocs of Arab nations.
On the one side the “ Republican
dictatorships” without oil but with
economic assistance from the USSR,
on the other the “feudal dictator
ship” with oil and the backing of the
Western powers.
Of the three remaining Arab
states, Lebanon, Yemen and the
Sudan, none is likely to be enthral
led at the prospect of union with
either Syria or Egypt, and certainly
not both at once. The Sudan has
already refused union with Egypt
alone and there is no reason to anti
cipate any change of heart. Lebanon
has been on bad terms with both
countries for some time, and has
every reason for not wishing to give
up her independence or her rela
tively stable economic position.
Yemen has nothing to gain by join
ing the Arab Union, despite the
reported interest shown by the
Crown Prince; but perhaps the
Prince does not realisp that he stands
to lose the friendship of the West.
Meanwhile what is to become of
Israel? She is obviously quite ac
customed to being surrounded by
hostile nations, but if the EgyptianSyrian union becomes anything
more than a paper agreement, she
faces the prospect of having a united
Army to the South and North, the
sea to the West and no hope from
the East. If the Arabs could suc
cessfully build up a potentially dan
gerous force on her borders she
would no doubt be tempted to
attack in one or both directions be
fore such a force could become
superior to the Israeli army. There
is therefore the very real possibility
of a continuance of the Arab-Israel

war at some time in the not toodistant future.
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the very existence of the rulers of
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T h e R eality
W hether or 'n o t the EgyptianSyrian Union is successful it is un
likely to gain much further support
from other Arab Governments.
Whether or not an opposing bloc is
formed the basic pattern of Arab
division will not be altered. The
differences are clear cut; the balance
of power may be temporarily altered
—for Nasser will perhaps control
four pipe-lines as well as the Suez
C anal—but, for as long as Middle
East oil remains im portant to the
West, and A rab monarchies are sup
ported in power as a consequence,
the two A rab camps will remain.
Nasser’s dream of ruling a new
Empire-of-all-Arabs will have to
wait upon the new all-atomie age.
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